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Welcome to 

the Technical University of Cluj-Napoca - UTCN 

The Technical University of Cluj-Napoca (UTCN) is a prestigious university in Romania, 
recognized on a regional, national and international level. It has a complex structure, 
comprising 9 faculties in Cluj-Napoca, 3 faculties in Baia-Mare and 4 extensions in 
Alba-Iulia, Bistrița, Satu-Mare and Zalău. 

The fields of study have a wide range, from engineering to architecture, fundamental 
sciences to socio-human sciences and arts. The educational offer includes bachelor's, 
master's and doctoral programs.



Where will you study? 

In Cluj-Napoca, the largest city in the heart of Transylvania, one of the 
most important university centers in Romania and a truly cosmopolitan 
city, in modern teaching spaces and laboratories equipped with cutting 
edge technology, developed together with the large companies in the field.

In a university member of EUt+ 

European university of technology!

visitclujnapoca.ro
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Technical University of Cluj-Napoca 

member of the 

European University of Technology - EUt+

The Technical University of Cluj-Napoca (UTCN) is one of the seven prestigious and traditional 
universities of technical education in Europe that have come together to found the European 
University of Technology - EUt+. This alliance will seek to establish a new type of university 
that is active both locally and at the European level, generating excellence and added value for 
European society, economy and culture. European universities are transnational alliances that 
will become the universities of the future, promoting European values and identity and 
revolutionising the quality and competitiveness of European higher education.  

The project is coordinated by the Université de Technologie de Troyes (France) and includes the 
following members:
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The objectives of the European University of Technology, through the synergy of its 
members and partners, are: 
Ÿ to guarantee the automatic recognition of credits allocated to courses taught in the 

institutions of the consortium; 
Ÿ to create a common EUt+ curriculum at undergraduate, master and doctoral levels that 

will ultimately lead to a single EUt+ degree; 
Ÿ full integration of the programmes of the eight universities, to give students the choice 

of campus and of how to acquire ECTS credits; 
Ÿ facilitating student mobility based on a single European Student Card, which will provide 

access to all services (libraries, sports and leisure facilities, accommodation, etc.); 
Ÿ facilitating the mobility of students based on a single European Student Card, which will 

provide access to all services (libraries, sports and leisure facilities, accommodation, etc.) 
on all eight campuses;  

Ÿ Similarly, the creation of a single professional EUt+ card for academic and administrative 
staff in the consortium universities to ensure access to all services across the eight 
campuses; 

Ÿ Stimulating lifelong learning by integrating our offerings to create and develop a single 
EUt+ portfolio; 

Ÿ development of institutional policies for equal access, with a focus on inclusion and 
gender equality; 

Ÿ stimulation of creativity and innovation by repositioning humanities disciplines in 
engineering programmes, in line with the" Think Human First" motto;

Ÿ development of shared infrastructure (library resources, databases, learning and 
research platforms, etc.;

Ÿ encouraging multilingualism, 9 of the 24 official EU languages are spoken on the 
consortium campuses, and all three EU alphabets are used.

The EUt+ consortium is built around a common vision whose central pillar is defined according to the motto 
"Think Human First". EUt+ will embrace the European vision of building a socio-technological world 
where people and society are the primary beneficiaries of technological development based on utility-inspired 
and solution-oriented approaches. EUt+ will reach out not only to those who traditionally attend university 
but also to the rest of the citizens, inviting them to engage in European construction through the activities 
generated by EUt+.



„The European University of Technology EUt+ is an entirely new objective. 
It is about creating an integral space where everyone can stand out, 

whether student, teacher or researcher, staff member or collaborator. 
EUt+ is based on the European values, from which it draws its inspiration: 

we want to actively participate in developing European technology, a 
technology that carries and respects European values, first and foremost 

in the service of the human person, as well as respect for the environment. 
Developing European technology means participating in continental 

sovereignty, preserving and applying our values. European geography is 
marked by territorial diversity, offering everyone an openness to different 

cultures, the pleasure of getting to know each other and meeting each 
other in what makes us different.”   

Timothée Toury, 
EUt+ project leader, delegated director in the consortium
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A world-leading university, 

the result of excellent research 

Research is the component that has strengthened the position of the Technical University 
of Cluj-Napoca in the most prestigious world university rankings. In 2019, UTCN was included 
for the first time in the world university rankings by THE (Times Higher Education) - World 
University Rankings, in areas such as Computer Science, Physical Sciences and Engineering & 
Technology, occupying outstanding positions.  

According to another prestigious ranking - QS Stars Rating System (UK), UTCN belongs to the 
category of internationally excellent universities (4 stars), with fields in the corresponding 
rankings occupying extremely honourable positions. In 2021, the QS Subject Rankings ranked 
UTCN for the first time in one of the five main subject areas, namely Engineering and 
Technology. The three majors in which our university occupies internationally influential 
positions are Computers Information Technology, Electrical and Electronic Engineering, and 
Mechanical, Aeronautical and Industrial Engineering.   



What can you study?

Faculty of Architecture and Urban Planning
Faculty of Automation and Computer Science
Faculty of Automotive, Mechatronics and Mechanical Engineering
Faculty of Civil Engineering
Faculty of Electronics, Telecommunications and Information Technology
Faculty of Materials and Environmental Engineering
Faculty of Building Services Engineering
Faculty of Electrical Engineering
Faculty of Industrial Engineering, Robotics and Production Management

Faculty of Engineering
Faculty of Letters
Faculty of Sciences and Humanities

Alba Iulia
Bistrița
Satu Mare
Zalău

The Technical University of Cluj-Napoca has 12 faculties in two university centers, Cluj-Napoca and 
Baia Mare, to which are added the extensions in important cities of the region. The study programs are 
conducted in romanian but also in English, German and French. The university is offering over 205 
undergraduate and master's degree programs.

Cluj-Napoca

Baia Mare

Extensions
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Each of the 12 faculties offer unique opportunities, contests and competitions 

for students, inter-university mobilities and exchanges, internships 

and professional practice opportunities.



Where can you stay

when studying at UTCN?

UTCN has two campuses on a surface of 50,000 square meters in total, in Cluj-Napoca and 
Baia-Mare. These campuses have modern accommodation spaces and sport and leisure 
facilities: Observator Campus, Mărăști Campus, Baia-Mare Campus.

The student dormitories are refurbished, equipped with reading rooms and libraries, offering 
access to internet connection, canteen and sports ground for free. Accommodation in 
dormitories is provided at the beginning of each academic year, at students request, depending 
on the level of comfort of each dormitory and the number of beds allocated to each room.



Study and have fun

The modern UTCN Library has a headquarter, 5 subsidiaries, 4 extensions (Bistriţa, 
Satu Mare, Zalău and Alba Iulia), a publishing house, print house, bookstore, and 
archive.

The UTCN Swimming Complex in Cluj-Napoca, known as The Olympic pool, is one 
of the best places for sport and relaxation in the city. There are 2 large swimming 
pools (indoor and outdoor) and a small swimming pool.
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Cultural Club - since 1966, the Technical University of Cluj-Napoca has initiated and 
cultivated the interest in arts and culture education. This way, students have the chance of 
becoming creative individuals in arts and culture dedicated mainly to their peers.

Românașul student folk ensemble 
Gaudeamus student theatre (classic, experimental, musical, revue)
Brigada BUM comedy group
Honoris music group
Infinit Skills dance ensemble
Nova modern and social dance group
Observator folk cenacle of interpretation and idea sharing
Pasărea Ibis folk group

Nord student folk ensemble 
Students ensemble of traditional Romanian dances
Vocal group of traditional Romanian music
Sf. Ioan Damaschinul Men's Choir 
The vocal group of the Ep. Dr. Alexandru Rusu seminary

Students Cultural Club 
in Cluj-Napoca

Students Cultural Club 
in Baia Mare
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Student camps - UTCN organizes twice a year mountain and seaside camps, in winter and 
summer. In order to register for the camp, you should follow the announcement of camp 
organization and apply through a standard form at the university secretariat. 

Career Counseling and Guidance Office is assisting you throughout your studies.
The Office organizes each year the Career Days at UTCN where students can interact directly 
and establish connections with employers, have job interview simulations, discover business 
offers for professional practice and find out the real labor market requirements.

You will certainly pay a visit to the International Relations Office to find more details about the 
institutional and inter-university student mobilities and exchanges.

Erasmus+ 
In this period of your life, you might want to go on an adventure and travel as much as you can. 
Our university gives you the best solution. No, you won't get rid of school, but you will explore 
new places, a new multicultural environment and make a lot of friends. If we have made you 
curious, then you know that Erasmus is an experience you cannot miss!
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Let’s talk FOOD

Student Canteens

Hașdeu Canteen 
B. P. Hașdeu Street, no. 45, Cluj-Napoca

USAMV Students Restaurant
Moților Street, no. 74-76, Cluj-Napoca

UMF Students Restaurant
Babeș Street, no. 12, Cluj-Napoca

Mărăști Canteen
Fabricii de Zahăr Street, no. 58, Cluj-Napoca

Observator Canteen
Observator Street, no. 34, Cluj-Napoca

City Hall Canteen
Memorandumului Street, no. 10, Cluj-Napoca

UTCN Canteen
Muncii Boulevard, no. 103-105, Cluj-Napoca



Enjoy Cluj 

Electric Castle 

Electric Castle is the first festival which brought the electronic music and a live concert on the 
stage of a castle. Electric Castle aims to be more than an extension of a concert and wants to 
offer the participants a complete experience by combining the history-filled, mesmerizing 
location with the modern and urban touch through the day activities (whether it is extreme 
sports or audio-video production workshops) and various genres of music.



Untold Festival

Untold Festival is the winner of the “Best Major European Festival” award at the 
European Festival Awards 2015. It is the biggest electronic music festival in Romania. 
All editions have been a real success, filled with recognized artists who created an 
awesome atmosphere.
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... anytime, anywhere



Jazz in the Park

The idea of bringing good music to the Central Park in order to make music accessible for everyone, 
was born in the '70s in USA and quickly conquered the major European cities. In Romania, the idea 
burst in Cluj-Napoca in 2013. Stages where you can listen to jazz, blues, folk and classical music are 
built for those who happen to be the park or those who come especially for the event. You will be 
surrounded by music all day long, played by Romanian artists and guests from abroad!

Delahoya

This is Romania's oldest electronic music festival. It is held in September and promises fun days and 
good music.
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TIFF - Transylvania Internațional Film Festival

The Transylvania International Film Festival (TIFF), organized by the Association for 
the promotion of Romanian Film, is the first and largest festival dedicated to 
Romanian feature film. 

Founded in 2002 in Cluj-Napoca, TIFF managed to become very quickly the most 
important event for the Romanian film and one of the most spectacular annual 
cultural events in the area. TIFF is a Member of CENTEST – the Alliance of Central and 
Eastern Europe Film Festivals and is supported by THE MEDIA - Creative Europe 
Program. In 2011, TIFF was accredited by the International Federation of Film 
producers` associations (FIAPF), being positioned among the top 40 most important 
festivals in the world.

Cluj-Napoca



The Color Run

Known as “Happiest 5k on the Planet”, The Color Run is a euphoric race, a splash of colors as a 
symbol of health, joy and uniqueness. There 2 editions of Color Run held in Cluj-Napoca 
annually. 

Cluj Never Sleeps

Cluj Never Sleeps is a white night of culture, the time when the city becomes younger, more 
alive, and dynamic, when art, cultural diversity and night life are merged to give life to a vibrant 
atmosphere on the streets of Cluj.

TEDx

TED is a trademark of conferences where some of the world's most important thinkers and 
activists are invited to share information in the areas they are passionate about. TED defines its 
mission as “ideas worth spread”.

And many more ...

Ÿ Cluj Days
Ÿ Lights On Romania
Ÿ Colours of Cluj
Ÿ Comedy Cluj International Film Festival
Ÿ Street Food Festival
Ÿ The Museums' Night
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Theatre and cinema

Cluj-Napoca National Theatre

Transylvania State Philharmonic Orchestra

Hungarian Theatre

Cluj-Napoca Romanian National Opera

Hungarian Opera

Cinema City Iulius Mall

Cinema City Vivo Mall

Victoria Cinema 

Florin Piersic Cinema

© NICU CHERCIU



Museums

Cluj-Napoca Art Museum

The Art Museum of Cluj-Napoca holds valuable heritage pieces of Romanian and European art: 
paintings, graphics, and decorative art (dating from the 15th to the 20th century). Founded in 
1951, the museum is established in an important 18th century Baroque building. The space on the 
palace upper floor is designated for the National Gallery. 

“Romulus Vuia” National Ethnographic Park

The National Ethnographic Park Romulus Vuia in Cluj-Napoca, the first open-air museum in 
Romania, and the sixth one in Europe, was founded on the 1st of June 1929 by 
Professor Romulus Vuia with the intent to build a complex ethnographic museum. 
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The National History Museum of Transylvania

Its beginnings date back to the 19th century, to 23 September 1859, to be more specific, 
when the Ardelean Museum fortress was founded. The museum hosts antiques, botany, 
zoology, and mineralogy collections. The museum displays for visitors an impressive 
collection of unique pieces, rarities, or objects of great value.

The Zoological Museum

Established in 1859 as a section of the Transylvanian Museum, the Zoological Museum of 
the University of Cluj has gradually increased its collections and currently numbers more 
than 300,000 pieces. At the end of the first decade of the 20th century, after the creation 
of “Dacia Superioară” University, Cluj-Napoca acquired a European reputation of a city for 
students. The biologists Alexandru Borza and Emil Racoviță contributed to this reputation, 
the latter being the first tenure teacher of the Department of General Biology in Romania, 
established in 1920.

Museum of the Orthodox Metropolis of Cluj

The celebration of 90 years since the re-establishment of the Orthodox Eparchy of Cluj was 
an exceptional occasion for the inauguration of the Museum of the Orthodox Metropolis of 
Cluj. On 6 December 2011, St. Nicholas day, after the solemn mass held in the Cluj-Napoca 
Orthodox Cathedral, the Patriarch of the Romanian Orthodox Church Daniel, together with 
a large number of hierarchs attended the consecration service of the Museum of the 
Orthodox Metropolis of Cluj.

Cluj-Napoca Botanical Garden

The Botanical Garden of the "Babeș - Bolyai" University in Cluj-Napoca was founded in 
1920 by Prof. Alexandru Borza. Situated in the southern part of the city, it is one of the 
most beautiful and complex botanical gardens in Southeast Europe. The garden occupies 
14 ha of land, on which approximately 10,000 plant species from all over the world are 
grown. The garden is divided into several sectors: Ornamental, phytogeographic, 
systematic, economic and medicinal.



Events organized by UTCN

“PRO INVENT” Invention Salon

Every year, researchers from Romanian and foreign universities, companies, research centers, 
inventor associations and physical entities, meet in The International Exhibition of Research, 
Innovations and Inventions “PRO INVENT”. Hundreds of inventions in almost all fields of 
activity, from agricultural products, orthopedic prostheses, environmental protection, 
mechatronics, food industry, habitat air-conditioning systems, air filters, cosmetics, composite 
board furniture and many others are displayed for the general public and judged. In the lounge, 
students can manifest their creativity in a special section where sensational projects are 
displayed, judged, and awarded.

Graduation Ceremony

The graduates of each class are celebrated by the entire community of UTCN through the 
graduation ceremony. The event has become a tradition in Cluj-Napoca and it brings together 
more than 2,000 graduates every year. They share the joy of fulfillment with the university 
academic body, representatives of local authorities, family and friends. After the ceremony 
ending the entire assembly is marching on the streets of the city singing Gaudeamus igitur.

Jobshop

Jobshop is a complex career event, bringing recognized companies close to students and 
graduates interested in starting their career. During the event, students can take part in 
presentations, visits to companies or workshops. At the stands they have the opportunity to 
apply for a professional practice or an internship at the most prestigious companies.
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Career Days

If you want to be prepared since college for your employment interviews, we offer you this 
opportunity! The UTCN Career Counseling and Guidance Office organizes "Career days at UTCN" 
each year, in the first week of April. 

The activities involve students, graduates, teachers of UTCN and partner companies: visits for 
students organized in Cluj-Napoca to partner companies, simulations of job interviews with 
representatives of participating companies, round tables having as main theme "the real 
requirements and challenges of the labor market", as well as an informative and advice session on 
personal branding techniques for the future career.

Freshers' week

If you got accepted at UTCN, you will not start this journey alone! The UTCN Career Counseling and 
Guidance Office organizes the “freshers' week” for the new students! The event includes activities 
aimed at providing the freshers with the opportunity to discover or rediscover Cluj, information 
about accommodation, timetable, classrooms, “counselling class”, open dialogs with UTCN 
teachers, “How to be a student” class, meetings with older students, sports competitions, and 
other social activities.

Moreover, each faculty has its particularities, special events organized for students, competitions and 
contests, scientific communication and conference sessions, workshops, and specialized seminars.

We are inviting you to discover an open-minded community, in a university with numerous development 
opportunities, modern, future-oriented, adapted to the latest technical trends and person-centered.





The Admission Office
Constantin Daicoviciu Street, no.15, 400020 Cluj-Napoca, Romania

admitere@utcluj.ro  |  +40 264 401 328

International Relations Office 
Memorandumului Street, no. 28, 400114 Cluj-Napoca, Romania

international@staff.utcluj.ro  |  erasmus@staff.utcluj.ro
+40 264 202 594  |  +40 264 202 595  |  +40 264 202 261
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